holiday
survival
booklet

About the Project
First European Travel Experience
Going abroad for the first time can be exciting, scary and
challenging. Exploring new things, meeting new people and
discovering another country. Challenging & fun, let’s go!
This booklet will help you to prepare your holiday and gives
you ideas to overcome possible difficulties so you can make
the best out of your First European Travel Experience!

Have fun and enjoy your holiday!

WHY do you want to go on holiday?

being away with
no worries

discovering
new things

doing things
together

to go
outside

leaving the daily
routine behind

eating something
else for a change &
not having to cook

getting things
straight

recharge my
batteries

....................
....................

....................
....................

Why go n holiday?
Colour the flowers with the reasons that are important for you to
get away for a while. You can also add reasons that are important
for you.

What is the most important reason for you at the moment?
What gives you a holiday feeling at home?
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Who or what can convince you to go?
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How can you prepare yourself?
Is one of the stress factors a reason for not going?
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What can really give you holiday - stress? Colour the stars and make
a top 3 of your most stressful holiday moments. How many stars
do you count?

Are there solutions for certain problems?
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Packed!
Colour the items you take with you in your suitcase. Make a list
adapted to your holiday. For a day trip the list will be different from
a group holiday.
Check well that you don’t pack things that are superfluous.
Maybe some of these items are available at the location or you
already know that you won’t be needing them.

Hand luggage rules
				

for airplanes !

- only 1 item per person
- liquids : only liquids with max 100 ml per piece
all pieces assembled in a single zippable plastic bag
of max 1000ml (1 liter)
liquids include gels and lotions (shampoo, tooth 		
paste), lip sticks, moist paper tissue
- no sharp objects (razors, scissors, ..)
- no weapons (pocket knifes, sticks,...)

What made you
laugh this week?

Buy a bag of candy together with the whole group and ask
questions to get to know each other better.
Who answers a question, get’s candy.

What
are you most
proud of?

What is the most
embarrassing thing
you’ve experienced?

While being in an airport, airplane, bus or train you can easily get
bored. Use this extra time to get some sleep, get to know each
other better or play a game.
This little game will help you with the last 2 things!

What is your
favorite drink?

What news item do
you remember about
this year?

Candy questions

What do you remember
about your first day at
school?

Do you have a
piercing or tattoo?

Which music do
you like?

Who is the last
person you talked
to on the phone?

Where do you
see yourself in 10
years?

What is the last
movie you saw?

Have you ever been
to a music festival?

What was the first thing you
bought with your own money?

What was your
favourite food when
you were a kid?

What would
you do if you could
change your name?

Euhm ...? Can you answer these
questions about the country you’re going to?

The food
Is there a national dish?
......................................

What do you know

The language
Learn some words or expressions
that will help you on your holiday

?

about the country you’re going to
Do some research before you leave and find out what is special,
different, weird or exactly the same as your own country.

What is the
national sport?
........................

Politics
Is there a king/queen or
a president at the top?
.................................

Did they ever win the
Eurovision song contest?
.......... Was it a good song?
.............................................

Extra facts you found about this
country : ...................................
- .................................................
- .................................................

Hello .......................................
Yes / No ..................................
How are you? ........................
Thank you ..............................

Do you know
famous people? (musicians,
movie stars, politicians, sport
athletes... ) ............................
................................................

- ....................................................
- ....................................................
- ....................................................
- ....................................................

WHAT holiday

type are you?

Holiday type
Mark the holiday type that matches you best.
Take another colour and mark the types of your holiday partners.

Glamorous type:
enjoy shopping, wellness, dressing up, have a drink at a nice bar,
see and be seen, ...
Active type:
you like sports, don’t like to sit still, trying new activities
Exploring type:
discovering new things, don’t have a plan, do as the locals do,
find hidden treasures, going where the mood takes you
Relaxing type:
enjoy a stroll through nature, have a drink, enjoy the sauna,
swimming, the beach, reading a book in a park

Decision bingo
There is a lot to decide when you’re on a holiday. What your travel
companions want is not always what you want to do. Here are
some ideas to help you make decisions.
Indicate what you’ve already tried.
Which one is the best method?
Did you try them all?

What CAN you do and what NOT
smile to people
you don’t know
smoking
in a bar

Yessie & Nottie

?

greet the sun
in the morning
drink alcohol
under 18

give a compliment
every day

In every country or city there are some things you can and cannot
do. For example: in New York it is forbidden to wear slippers
after 10:00 PM. Crazy, isn’t it?

shaking hands
with a woman

Meet Mrs Yessie and Mr Nottie and find out what the rules are
at your holiday destination. But be careful that you don’t break
the law!
talking to a police officer

Yessie
give a tip to a waiter /
waitress in a restaurant

nottie
laughing out loud

stand in line while waiting
for a bus/tram/train

Memories

Holiday memories
Coming home after a holiday means unpacking bags and a lot of
dirty laundry. You will probably find some sand, a museum ticket,
a restaurant bill in your pockets or suitcase. Don’t throw it away but
save it somewhere in a box or in this booklet.

Maybe you still remember where everything is from or you have a
nice story to tell about it. Write it down so you won’t forget it!

I went on holiday to
together with
I really had to laugh when

Notice board

On holiday I decided that

Feel free to write down all the funny or weird things you’ve
seen and done on holiday!

Ask your travelling companions to fill in this card too.
Do you have anything in common?
I learned that
The best moment for me was

Name and date:

Holiday tips & notes
What did you discover on your holiday destination?
What is your favourite place / activity?
What would you suggest to other people that travel to this destination?

Names & addresses
Do you want to stay in contact with the people you’ve met
on holiday? Write down their names & addresses here !

Travelling abroad

is great because...

‘feel free to answer in your own language if you prefer!’

Travelling abroad

is tricky because...

‘feel free to answer in your own language if you prefer!’

Fill this one out
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at the end of your holiday
After my First European Travel Experience, I feel ...
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holiday
You don’t know how to survive your First European
Travel Experience? This booklet will help you prepare
and hands you some tips and tricks to make the best out of
your holiday!

